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matter covered. The information herein is based upon the author/publishers’ experience.  

This booklet intends no guarantees of income. Many variables affect individual
results.
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Music Libraries in the Computer Age! Digital Quality sound, instant world 
wide delivery, to select subscribers!

Enter the Electronic Age.

Enter communications satellites. Transmitting Digital Signals everywhere 
within our Solar System is routine.

Enter affordable computers. Even the smallest companies and working 
people can interlink around the world.

Enter a New Age with new Market Demands and new Market Strategies. 
Don't print or manufacture anything until you have hard Market 
Analyses.

Digital Music Libraries (now known as Electronic Music Services (EMS) 
and/or PromoLibraries) = huge computers with various storage and download software.

Electronic Music Services/PromoLibraries = huge computers filled with MUSIC! Making their living by 
UPLOAD and DOWNLOAD subscription fees from clients around the world.

Subscribers include radio stations, background music providers, satellite syndicators, broadcast 
programmers and consultants, et ceteras, in virtually every country. Biggest single cost-factor is ANTI-
COUNTERFEITING Codes and Measures.

Today (2005) individuals, music buyers and producers can log on, click through the various choices and 
titles, punch in our credit card/membership numbers/Ids and get just about any song in existence. Sony 
just put 300,000 titles online in Europe -- http://www.tasr.sk/indeng.php?mode=otssingle&id=MTYxMw 
-- with more on the way. This following several MILLION titles made available via EMS by all the majors 
a few years ago. More about that below.

Market Test your record before you blow a bundle on manufacturing and promotion. A manufactured 
record lives or dies on the success of the title (push) song. If that song doesn't sell the entire album 
investment is gone!

Load that "push" song into the (EMS) PromoLibraries! If the song hits, you've got a winner. If it dies, 
you've got the rest of your money to try something else!

Will they play your song? Maybe. Maybe not. The chances are the same as mailing them a record, and 
the cost is a whole lot less.

Cost? Less than most 500-1000 unit compilations (that won't get aired if they're not from one of the 
Super Six's major labels!) to reach some 7,000-8,000 download subscribers around the world at 
$600.00 per song (some Independent Service Brokers may charge less)! And it will stay downloaded for 
a full year even if it never logs a review, and will stay available as long as it logs. Let's see any 
compilation, other than a major, accomplish that!
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You can check the World's 2,500 Top Records at Atlantic Satellite Marketing, Ltd and see who is really 
HOT and who is really 'not'. You'll have to use your BACK button to return, Atlantic does not have any 
"back" links.

WARNING! Your record just might "HIT!" We certainly hope so.

It's a fact that all PARANOID entertainment wanna-bes are so stupid they're still looking for the flush-
handle in a three-hole out-house! And they are all alike - thinking and saying the same damned never-
did-work stupidities! When you hear that ages-old broken record, you have no choice but to understand 
you're in the company of a damned fool. For that perpetual psychopathic element who can't find their 
ass with a squadron of grabbers, spewing their stupidities that promolibraries do not exist, what do you 
think the Super Six, Warner, Bertlesmann, Capitol, Universal, Sony and Disney, UPLOADED nearly eight 
million (8,000,000) titles to over the past three years?

SONY to Launch Electronic Music Service in Europe with 300,000 Titles (2004) and the fools just keep 
on passing by with their stupidity intact, claiming promolibraries aka EMS do not exist! One thing for 
sure and certain about the Recorded Music and Entertainment Industries: there's no shortage of abject 
ignorance, paranoia and outright stupidity! PromoLibrary? Try Song Hookers, Inc., or AVMR Electronic 
Music Service for starters. Either one is as good as any other. They have contracts on-line for you to 
download, print and use. We just hope they're still operational. If not, check the new link page at 
Atlantic Satellite.
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